
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We ______________ against the jagged front!1. (dash)should dash

______________________ to him for?2. (what/I/write/?)What should I write

He who says what he _________________, will have to hear what he
would not like to hear.
3.

(not/say)
should not say

_____________________________ her alone?4. (he/get up/and/leave/?)Should he get up and leave

____________________ here that to be experienced as continuous is to
be really continuous, in a world where experience and reality come to the
same thing?

5.

(we/not/say/?)

Should we not say

Then you _____________ him work a batter.6. (see)should see

What stops you, I ______________ to know?7. (like)should like

Finally, we ___________________ of the desired improvement entirely as
a thing of the future.
8.

(not/speak)
should not speak

He _______________ between her and his father.9. (stand)should stand

But how be sure he __________________ them?10. (not/wake)should not wake

I ___________________ him the truth long before this.11. (past/tell)should have told

I _____________________ it only that everybody has heard of it.12.
(not/mention)

should not mention

They must like it, or _____________________ it?13. (why/they/do/?)why should they do

_______________________________ a British officer?14.
(how/a German agent/be/?)

How should a German agent be

Reason and experience forbid that we ______________ any.15. (have)should have

I ____________ nothing of the sort!16. (do)should do

And you ______________ how to use it.17. (know)should know
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The nightcaps ____________ clean, and the sick people
__________________ like blacksmiths, as they usually do in private.
18.

(be) (not/look)

should be
should not look

Still, I think, we ______________ them.19. (know)should know

I know it goes beyond our powers; and beyond the powers of Congress
too; but it is so evidently for the good of all the States, that I
________________ afraid to risk myself on it, if you are of the same opinion.

20.

(not/be)
should not be
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